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Abstract
In web mapping, transmitting large vector data over the Internet has been a challenging issue
over the past decade. A method for delivering large vector data in small pieces is known as
vector tiling. Generally, studies of traditional vector tile based methods in Web-mapping
applications were limited to simple single server-client architecture with GeoJSON encoded
vector tiles. However, problems such as limited scalability and inefficient vector tile
transmission arose in these studies. To solve these problems, a distributed memory caching
implementation has been proposed using cloud architecture. This study also explored the
transmission efficiency of three vector tile encoding formats: GeoJSON, TopoJSON, and Google
Protocol Buffers. A prototype of the Canada road network vector map was developed. The
results of this study show that the proposed solution improves the application performance and
is scalable in comparison to naïve architecture.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

Web mapping has become a popular tool for both map and information delivery to a wide
range of users, terminals (e.g., Tablets, Smartphones) and fields ranging from academia to
industry to the home user. Vector map data is widely used in web mapping, as well as, Location
Based Services (LBS), mobile computing, fleet management, and so on. Thus, the
representation of vector data should be flexible enough to meet the efficiency requirements
and be able to dynamically deliver big volumes of vector data. To overcome this challenge, this
thesis investigates different approaches to vector tile based Web mapping and proposes a
platform for efficient vector tile delivery. The objective of this study is to investigate and tackle
the remaining challenges for vector tile based web mapping system from the aspects of
architecture and vector tile encoding formats.
In this chapter, some background introduction is presented about the subject of this study.
Firstly, section 1.1 introduces Web mapping and its brief history. Raster based and vector based
Web mapping applications are then presented in sections 1.2 and 1.3. Then, two important
concepts are explained in section 1.4: tiling and zoom level. Finally, cloud computing and
distributed memory caching are introduced in sections 1.5 and 1.6.

1.1 Web 2.0 and Web Mapping 2.0
As Web technologies evolved, the way that people used the internet has also changed greatly.
People have begun to use the World Wide Web as a platform for developing applications to
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collaborate and share information over the Internet. The phrase Web 2.0 has been adopted to
describe the Web with these new trends and separate it from the Web of the past.
As reviewed by (Haklay et al., 2008), the name ‘Web 2.0’ first appeared in the first Web 2.0
Conference by Tim O’Reilly on 30 September, 2005. He later clarified his definition as:
“Web 2.0 is the business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move to the
Internet as platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on that new
platform.”
The main functionality of the early Web was hosting static HTML webpages allowing Internet
users to view the contents. It was a one-directional passive mode with very little interaction
between users and the websites. With Web 2.0, users were able to interact with and provide
information to central sites. So the interaction mode for Web 2.0 became bi-directional
collaboration between websites and their users. Users could not only view the Web contents
but also actively generate content and contribute to the websites, for example, Wikipedia. The
underlying factors driving Web 2.0 were new Web technologies including AJAX (Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML) and APIs (application program interface) (Garrett, 2005). AJAX allowed
webpages to be more responsive and acted more like an application instead of always requiring
users to click on links and reload the page. APIs gave developers a quick and easy way to
develop add-ons based on the original Web application, which facilitated the intensive
distribution of Web applications.
Web mapping is the process of designing, implementing, generating and delivering maps on the
World Wide Web (Kresse et al.,2012). The first Web mapping application called “Xerox PARC
Map Viewer” was launched in 1993, two years after the World Wide Web came into existence.
2

At that time, the WWW’s (World Wide Web) ability was creating a webpage (a Hypertext
Markup Language or HTML file) in which an image file was embedded. Therefore, the
capabilities of the Xerox PARC Map Viewer was restricted to the ability to present a world map
with predefined scales as shown in Figure 1.1-1. The interaction mode of a Web application was
that the end users sent requests to the server by clicking on the predefined links on the
webpage and then a completely new map image was returned, displayed, and rendered on the
Web.

Figure 1.1-1: The First Web Map Viewer Xerox PARC
Later, several popular public map sites were released for Web mapping applications such as the
UK multimap.com, MapQuest, Open Street Map, Yahoo! Maps, and Microsoft’s Map Point etc.
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Functionalities of these Web map applications improved and they provided simple query
services about locations and directions. However, these map applications still provided map
users with limited customization. The interactive process was slow and user experience was
unsatisfactory because of the limited delivery of geographic information due to network
bandwidth, as well as, the restricted screen size. Moreover, developing Internet-based mapping
applications was complicated during this period.
The arrival of Web 2.0 has led to the rapid development and changes in Web mapping and the
way geographic information is used in the Geospatial community. It enabled the explosion of
geography-based applications on the Web in 2005. The technical factors driving this included
GPS (Global Positioning System) availability, Web standards, increased spread of broadband,
and programming APIs (Haklay et al., 2008). These techniques had a large influence on how to
use geographic technologies. In reference to this context, Goodchild (2007) started to use the
term ‘Web Mapping 2.0’ to describe this new phase in the evolution of the geospatial Web.
As mentioned in Goodchild (2007), citizens have acted as intelligence sensors for collecting and
publishing location based information. Developers utilized Web 2.0 technologies such as AJAX
and APIs to build massive interactive and responsive Web mapping applications. API stands for
Application Programming Interface, and allowed developers to customize their Web
applications based on the original application interface. A standard API usually provided a set of
classes and functions that allowed developers to not have to write all the low-level codes. Web
mapping APIs are usually provided by Web mapping service providers and typically included
abstract high level programming interfaces to access maps and layers so that developers could
avoid writing complicated low-level code in order to build an interactive map application.
4

Instead, developers could just create a map object, add a new layer object, and call some
method such as map.addLayer using Web mapping APIs. This enabled a large community of
people to create, share and mashup (geographic) information over the internet, even without
solid professional GIS (Geographic Information System) knowledge. A large number of Web
mapping applications have been created utilizing Google Maps, Yahoo! Maps, Microsoft Bing
Maps, OpenLayers, leaflet APIs. These applications include weather maps for showing weather
situations of places, crime rate maps for visualizing crime rates in a city, house price maps for
displaying the house prices in different neighborhoods. These maps can be developed by
putting corresponding data on a base map created with a popular mapping API. For example, as
shown in Figure 1.1-2, the Calgary crime map used by Calgary Police Service is a mashup of
crime data with the Microsoft Bing Maps API.

Figure 1.1-2: Illustration of Crime Map Mashup Using Microsoft Bing Maps API (Retrieved from:
http://crimemap.calgarypolice.ca/ on Sep 2015)
5

In the period of Web mapping 2.0, map applications possessed richer interaction capabilities,
better rendering effects and wider popularity than before.
Currently, the majority of map applications distributed on the Web are raster based map
applications because of mature image processing technologies. In raster based Web mapping
applications, pre-rendered raster map images are delivered to the client and visualized by users.
A small section of the Web mapping applications are vector based maps. The reason is that
transmitting large amounts of vector data over the Web has been challenging. Nevertheless,
Web applications based on vector maps have been considered the future of Web mapping
because of its ability to enable direct interaction between users and map objects (Antoniou et
al., 2009) (Gaffuri, 2012). These maps are rendered as vector graphics directly from vector data.
In the following sections, an introduction on raster based map applications and vector based
map applications in the Geospatial community is presented.

1.2 Raster Based Map Applications
In GIS, there were two kinds of data models for representing geographic data: raster data and
vector data (Chang,2006). Raster data is a representation of the world as a surface divided into
a regular grid of cells where each cell has a standing value for the kind of feature that occupies
the space represented by the cell as shown in Figure 1.2-1. Raster data model is adopted for
storing continuous spatial data such as aerial photographs, satellite imagery and elevated
surfaces. In the Web mapping context, raster maps are made from data rendered into an image
file mainly for display purposes. Data sources can be imagery pictures or spatial data in other
formats. Currently, popular Web map services such as Google maps service, Microsoft Bing
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maps service, and Open Street Map service use raster images as visual representations of the
map data.

Figure 1.2-1: Illustration of Raster Data Model in GIS (Retrieved from:
https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/desktop/latest/manage-data/raster-and-images/what-is-rasterdata.htm on Sep 2015)
Like raster images, maps based on raster data depend on the resolution of the data file. The
source is either a raster data file or an image rendered from another type of data source. For a
raster based map with only one resolution, zooming-in will cause the map image to become
blurry and harder to clearly visualize. To present continuous raster maps with fine resolution,
various raster map images have to be rendered from map data at different zoom-levels in order
to display the different resolutions required. This way, the user is able to view relatively smooth
raster map images with finer resolution. In section 1.4, we will introduce this zooming and tiling
mechanism in tile-based Web mapping applications.
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1.3 Vector Based Map Applications
Vector data is another main approach for modeling spatial data in GIS. Vector model is adopted
to represent the real world with points, lines, and polygons (Chang, 2006). As shown in Figure
1.3-1, vector data model in the Geospatial Information System is usually used for storing
geographic data with discrete boundaries, such as country borders, streets, etc.

Figure 1.3-1: Illustration of Vector Data Model in GIS
In traditional GIS, vector data was also often used by GIS professionals for spatial analysis and
analytical work. Vector data offers easy access to the relevant data for an object. Moreover,
vector based data can enable a direct interaction between the user and the map objects. These
vector data analysis and query works are usually performed in desktop-based GIS software,
such as ArcGIS, and QGIS. However, in the Web mapping context, this direct interaction is still a
problematic task since the majority of Web maps are raster based maps due to mature raster
images delivery methods. Therefore, vector spatial data transmission over the Web has been a
challenging topic lacking in formal standards (Antoniou et al.,2009)(Gaffuri,2012). Some Web
map applications added vector data on top of the raster base map. However, the premise is
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that the vector data size should be small in order for it to be transmitted at once from the
server to the client. Methods of transmitting large sized vector data over the Web are still in the
early stages (Antoniou et al., 2009) (Gaffuri, 2012). Web vector based maps have multiple
advantages compared to raster based maps. A study by Gaffuri (Gaffuri, 2012) summarized the
following benefits of vector maps. Firstly, vector maps are independent of resolution, because if
a map application was based on vector data, the map image would be redrawn using the source
data every time users zoom or pan the map. Secondly, vector map applications allow users to
obtain the semantic information of a map object. Thirdly, the users may have access to the
primary attributes of the spatial object, as well as, to the external data linked to that object.
Finally, in vector map applications, simple geoprocesses could be performed on the client side,
for example, computing the length of a road or the area of a parcel.
Traditional methods for delivering large vector data over the Web focused on progressive
transmission by applying vector data generalization algorithms (Bertolotto, 2001), for example,
the Douglas-Peucker Reduction Algorithm. Vector tiling is another relatively new vector data
transmission method inspired by raster tiling concept in raster maps. Before introducing vector
tiling, the following section discusses two important concepts in tile based Web mapping
applications: tiling and zoom levels.

1.4 Tiling and Zoom Levels
Tiles and zoom levels are two key concepts of building tile-based Web mapping services. As
introduced by Sample et al. (2010), tile-based mapping systems typically have multiple discrete
zoom levels and each level consists of multiple tile images. Tiles are literally little pieces of data.
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In the case of raster maps, they are small square raster images; and, in the case of vector maps,
they are small pieces of vector data representation.
Typically, in raster tile based map services, the mapping servers process tiles as 256×256 pixels
images and assemble them depending on the tile scheme to present a smooth and seamless
map image on the client side. Tile sizes are not always in this dimension. Depending on the
mapping application purpose, they could be 64×64 pixel images (mobile application). However,
256×256 pixel images are a default standard in popular tile-based mapping services such as
Google Maps, Microsoft Bing Maps, OpenStreetMaps, etc.
Zoom levels were adopted to present different level of details of data in maps (Sample et al.,
2010). Maps in lower zoom levels have smaller sizes and show less detail. Higher zoom levels
increase the physical size of the displayed map to include more details. Multiple zoom levels
represent multiple map views. For example, by zooming in and out of a tile-based map, the
amount of detail can increase from country labels to city streets and buildings. Tiles and zoom
levels let the users view the map more seamlessly and smoothly in the browser. Thus, the user
visualization experience is more pleasurable. OpenStreetMap named this kind of map, “Slippy
Map”. One important technical element behind “slippy map” is Ajax (asynchronous JavaScript
and XML). With JavaScript running in the browser, it dynamically sends map requests (panning
or zooming) to a server or browser and cache memory in the background (without reloading
the whole HTML page) to give users a smooth “slippy” zoom map browsing experience.
In 2010, OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) released Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) as the
standard protocol for tile-based Web mapping applications (Sample et al., 2010). To organize
millions of tile images, Web maps use a simple coordinate system. Each tile has a z coordinate
10

as its zoom level and x and y coordinates as its position: z/x/y. Typically, the very first tile in the
Web map system is at 0/0/0. Zoom level 0 covers the entire globe. Figure 1.4-1 shows the map
at zoom level 0.

Figure 1.4-1： Illustration of Zoom Level 0 in Tile based Web Mapping System (Retrieved from:
https://www.mapbox.com/guides/how-web-maps-work/ Sep 2015)
Then, in zoom level 1, the map at z0 is divided into four equal squares such
that 1/0/0 and 1/1/0 cover the north half of the globe while 1/0/1 and 1/1/1 cover the other
half of the globe as shown in Figure 1.4-2.
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Figure 1.4-2: Illustration of Zoom Level 1 in Tile Based Web Mapping System (Retrieved from:
https://www.mapbox.com/guides/how-web-maps-work/ Sep 2015)
This process is repeated as many times as needed to get to the desired zoom level. This way of
sectioning the map area is called an image pyramid (Sample et al., 2010). Although this can
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generate a lot of tiles for a detailed and large dataset, data storage techniques are quite mature
and getting cheaper. In addition, indexing raster files is easy and straightforward.
Most tile based maps use a Web Mercator projection. Mercator projection became popular
after being used in the first version of Google Maps in 2005 and now is the de facto standard in
Web mapping services. Figure 1.4-3 shows how OpenStreetMaps look using the Web Mercator
projection system.

Figure 1.4-3: Illustration of OpenStreetMaps in Web Mercator Projection (Retrieved from:
https://www.openstreetmap.org Sep 2015)
Currently, dominant tile-based Web maps are raster based maps. By borrowing the same
concept from raster tiling, vector tiling has been studied by a few researchers as a way to
deliver large sized vector data and build interactive vector maps over the Web. Vector tiles are
similar to raster tiles but instead of raster images, the data returned is a vector representation
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of the features in the tile. For example, a vector tile in GeoJSON (http://geojson.org/) format
might include roads as LineStrings and bodies of water as Polygons.

1.5 Cloud Computing
NIST (the National Institute of Standards and Technology) defines cloud computing as (Peter et
al., 2011):
“a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction.”
Recently, cloud computing is getting more and more popular as a commercial infrastructure
that eliminates the need for maintaining expensive computing hardware. It allows Web service
developers to deploy their services without requiring large scale investment in hardware. A
cloud computing system has the capability to allow users to scale up or down on their demand.

1.6 Distributed In-Memory Caching
Caching critical data in memory can always increase the running speed of an application,
especially with the data pieces that come from time-consuming database queries. In
computing, a distributed caching system is deployed in multiple servers to adapt to the size,
growth and transactional capacity of the system. Distributed memory caching is useful for
enhancing the application performance when the data is stored in a database. Internet services
are increasingly relying on software architecture that can allow for rapid scale-out over clusters
of servers to manage growth (Lim et al., 2013). Distributed in-memory caching systems such as
14

Memcached have become crucial for enhancing the performance of Web applications (Hwang
et al., 2013). The reason is that distributed memory caching implementation can overcome the
performance bottleneck from time consuming queries for databases by allowing small, but
computationally expensive pieces of data to be cached in a simple way. Vector tiles are small
pieces of vector data; but, querying vector tiles from spatial databases every time is an
expensive and time consuming task. Caching generated vector tiles in memory can save
transmission time and improve Web application performance.

1.7 Study Objective
The study objective is to apply distributed memory caching for vector tile based Web mapping
system to enhance the application performance and solve the remaining scalability challenges.
The implementation will be deployed on a cloud platform. Based on the implementation, three
encoding formats will be used for encoding vector tiles. For each of them, the transmission
efficiency in the system will be analyzed and evaluated.
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Chapter 2:

Related Work

For Web mapping applications, efficient data transmission over the Web is important and
necessary. Generally, there are two kinds of methods for data transmission for both raster and
vector Web mapping applications: progressive data transmission and transmission data in tiles.
Progressive transmission method was used for earlier data delivery methods rather than tile
based data transmission. In this section, we examined related work from these two aspects for
raster data transmission as well as vector data transmission.

2.1 Raster Data Transmission over the Web
For raster based Web mapping systems, progressive transmission of raster images was first
applied in earlier applications (Tzhou, 1987). Then, raster tiles became widely adopted as a way
to build interactive maps.

2.1.1 Progressive Transmission Methods
Early Web mapping applications were built upon progressive transmission methods. The
principle of progressive transmission is based upon first sending a subset of the data and then
incrementally refining it in subsequent stages (Sloan Jr, 1979). Therefore, for raster data
progressive transmission, the method is to extract partial pixels from the image that was being
downloaded and gradually finish transmitting the full image by adding pixels. Also, other
necessary techniques such as complicated compression algorithms and interleaving
transmission methods were implemented in progressive raster data transmission over the
internet. A comprehensive review about these techniques can be found in Tzhou. (1987). These
techniques provide good compression ratios while causing low information losses.
16

Furthermore, they were efficient and relatively easy to implement. The most commonly used
image compression method is the JPEG (joint photographic experts group) format. The JPEG
method is a transform-based compression method that decomposed the original data before
compression. Alternatively, compression techniques that are based on wavelet decompositions
and factual theory have also been used for progressive transmission.
In the scenario for the progressive transmission of raster map applications, a coarser version of
the map was quickly sent and can be seen by the users and then more details were added to
the map until the full map data was transmitted to the client. For these mature image
processing technologies, the Geospatial community built most of the Web mapping applications
for earlier mapping applications using raster map images.

2.1.2 Raster Tiling and LoD (Level of Detail)
Later, tile-based Web map systems gained popularity and faster distribution due to AJAX
(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) and mapping APIs. Programming techniques such as
JavaScript and AJAX facilitated the popular transmission method for raster data based on tiled
raster images with multiple LoD (level of detail) constructed (Sample et al.,2010)(Patil et
al.,2004). For this method, a map in the highest zoom level is divided into multiple tiles. Each of
these tiles are then further divided into new tiles to form maps in that scale. This process is
repeated until the lowest LoD is reached. By using AJAX technique, when a map of a given LoD
and map view is requested, a number of tiles are sent to the user. Then, the tiles are loaded
into the Web browser window and placed side by side depending on their tile scheme. This
enabled users to see a continuous and seamless map. The LoD and tiling images techniques
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make the map applications efficient in transmission and very interactive. The majority of
popular map services for either commercial or open source are built using this technique. The
popular mapping services provide APIs (Application Programming Interface) to the users so that
the development time for a Web mapping application can be reduced. These have enabled the
popularity of Web map applications in recent years.

2.2 Vector Data Transmission over the Web
Vector data transmission methods are similar to raster data: earlier progressive transmission
and later data delivery with tiles.

2.2.1 Progressive Transmission for Triangular Meshes
Progressive transmission for vector data was first implemented for delivering triangular meshes.
Triangular meshes such as, digital terrain modeling, is one way to represent spatial data.
Amongst these methods, the progressive scheme which was proposed by Hoppe (1998) is
recognized as a fundamental milestone for delivering triangular meshes. This method
introduced the progressive mesh (PM) representation, a scheme for storing and transmitting
arbitrary triangle meshes with level-of-detail approximations, progressive transmission, mesh
compression, and selective refinement algorithms. Other proposed methods include the
parallel decimation technique for TIN simplification and the general framework for multiresolution hierarchical mesh representation summarized in Yang et al. (2007).
These methods are efficient for vector data transmission represented in the form of triangular
meshes. However, progressive transmission of large cartographic vector data over the Web still
remains problematic. The following section gives a brief review of methods for cartographic
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vector map data transmission over the Web.

2.2.2 Progressive Transmission for Vector Map Data
The main functionality of raster-based maps is for visualization, thus limited interactivity
between the user and map objects is provided. Mapping with vector data has been considered
the future of Web mapping applications (Gaffuri, 2012). The volume of vector map data is
usually large because of the inherent complexity of geometry and topology of vector data.
Consequently, Web mapping with vector data suffers from slow transmission. Similarly with
raster data, progressive transmission methods have been applied to deliver vector data over
the Web. A less detailed vector map was sent to the user and then more details were added to
the map incrementally. The coarser map version was usually produced by applying a
generalization algorithm to the vector data, for example, the Douglas-Peucker algorithm.
Multiple research efforts have been conducted on generalization methods to enhance the
progressive vector transmission. Dynamic generalization (Yang et al., 2007) and off-line
generalization (Weibel et al., 1999) (Bertolotto, 2007) are two main research directions.
Dynamic generalization means that the coarser map version could be generated at the time of
request. Nevertheless, if the coarser map is pre-calculated and generated, it is called off-line
generalization. Automated dynamic generalization was challenging due to lack of formal
generalization principles (Bertolotto, 2007). In addition, the existing generalization algorithms
are time consuming and thus not practical for real world Web applications. The disadvantage of
dynamic generalization is that it might result in inconsistent topology and geometry attributes
and thus often needed an a posteriori evaluation of data consistency. On the other hand, off-
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line generalization and the creation of different LoDs (level of detail) have been adopted by the
mapping agencies. This way, generalization is not time sensitive and can usually be interactively
conducted by cartographers using specialized software. Although the maintenance of different
LoDs is complicated, off-line generalization generates both topologically and geometrically
accurate products, and similar data management techniques in multi LoD raster databases can
be employed to such vector databases.
By applying progressive transmission of vector data, the following advantages can be gained.
Firstly, it can reduce the volume of vector data and make the transmission more efficient.
Secondly, it is flexible enough to satisfy the different purposes of different users. For example,
some clients may require vector map data for rapid visualization, while others may require it for
spatial analysis. Progressive transmission of vector data is flexible enough to meet these varied
requirements.

2.3 Vector Tiling
Currently, most of studies about vector data delivery over the Web focus on progressive
transmission methods. Vector tiling is an alternative way applied in Web mapping areas for
efficient vector data transmission in recent years.

2.3.1 Overview About Vector Tiles
Vector tiles is a similar concept to raster tiles but instead of pre-rendered raster images in
raster tiles, the tile data is a vector representation of the spatial features inside the tile
(Antoniou et al., 2009). Within the tile bounding box, vector tiles include the real geographic
coordinates and attributes of the features. For example, a raster tile is an image format that
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characterizes the streets and building footprints, and a similar vector tile would include all the
spatial features’ geometries and metadata such as street names, area types, building heights
and etc.
Until now, the vector tile based mapping system lacked formal standards in the Geospatial
community. In the relevant studies or industry vector tile projects, the URL (Uniform Resource
Locator) scheme for vector tiles have been following the raster tile pattern. Tiles need to be
indexed by a predefined http URL schema so that they can be requested from clients and
returned from the server. Also, through the URL tile scheme, multiple tiles can be assembled
correctly for the client to form a valid map. Popular map service providers, such as Google
Maps, Yahoo Maps, and OpenStreetMap, use the similar raster tile schema with slight
differences for each one. There are three categories of raster tile schemas for tile addressing:
Google XYZ, Microsoft Quad Tree and from the open-source world, TMS (Tile Map Service).
Vector tile schema has adopted the similar tile schema applied in the Google Maps XYZ raster
tile service. A Google Maps XYZ tile service schema has the following pattern: “/ {layer name}/
{zoom}/ {column}/ {row}. {extension}”. Based on this schema, a raster tile schema would be “/ 5
/1234/5678.jpg”. Similarly, a vector tile schema would be “/ 5 /1234/5678.json”, as shown in
Figure 2.3-1.
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(A) A Raster Tile Example in PNG Format

(B) A Vector Tile Example in GeoJSON Format

Figure 2.3-1: A Comparison Between Raster Tile (A) and Vector Tile (B)
Vector tile based map applications can utilize the main advantages of tiling techniques. First of
all, tile based maps allow only the data within the user’s view to be requested. The suitable tiles
are then published by the server depending on its zoom-levels and viewing bounding box. In
this way, the user experience can be improved. Also, vector tile based map applications are
cache friendly. Tiles can be cached efficiently on both browser and server sides to enhance the
application performance instead of running database tile queries every time. For example, if
users download tiles to view a map of a county in your city, the browser can make use of the
same tiles from cache, instead of downloading them again when showing a map of the city.
Tiles can also be cached in the server memory to save querying time from database. Moreover,
the corresponding URL scheme describing map tiles is straightforward to implement on the
server, Web, and mobile devices.
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2.3.2 Vector Tile Encoding
Vector tile carry vector representations of the features within the tile bounding box. When
vector data source is imported into the database, tile server queries the database and
generates vector tiles in a particular tile-encoding format. The encoding format of vector tiles
can affect the size of the vector data, and correspondingly, the data transmission efficiency
over the Internet.
2.3.2.1 XML and GeoJSON Encoded Vector Tile
Currently, text-encoded formats such as XML (Extensible Markup Language) or GeoJSON are
mainstream ways used in vector tile based mapping applications to encode vector tiles. As
presented in this study (Antoniou et al., 2009), vector tiles were encoded with XML and the
tiled parts of vector data was sent asynchronously from server to client to build interactive Web
mapping applications. The obvious advantages of encoding vector tiles with XML or GeoJSON
are discussed in this section.
XML stands for Extensible Markup Language. XML defines a set of rules such as semantic tags
for encoding documents in a format that is readable by both humans and machines
(http://www.w3.org/XML/). Although the design of XML focuses on documents, it has been
frequently exploited for the representation of arbitrary data structures in many Web services.
XML can be used to encode spatial data so as to encode vector tiles. Figure 2.3-2 shows an
example of OSM (open street map) data encoded with XML.
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Figure 2.3-2: An example of Open Street Map Data Encoded with XML (Retrieved from:
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OSM_XML Sep 2015)
However, when data is encoded in XML, the data size is larger than in cases when data is
encoded in other formats, because of XML’s many redundant tags (Sumaray et al., 2012).
JSON (http://json.org/) stands for JavaScript Object Notation and is currently becoming a
popular data representation because it is the native way of representing JavaScript objects.
When data is encoded in JSON, the result is typically smaller than an equivalent encoding in
XML (Sumaray et al., 2012). Therefore, JSON is often used as a lightweight and more efficient
alternative to XML, since it doesn’t have as many overhead markups. GeoJSON
(http://geojson.org/) is actually JSON specifically used for encoding spatial data in GIS field. It is
an open standard format for encoding collections of simple geographical features and their
non-spatial attributes using JavaScript Object Notation (http://geojson.org/). GeoJSON can
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represent features including points, line strings, polygons, and multi-part collections of these
types. The following is a GeoJSON example shown in Figure 2.3-3 .

Figure 2.3-3: An Example Showing Vector Data Encoded with GeoJSON Format (Retrieved from:
http://geojson.org/ Sep 2015)
2.3.2.2 Binary Encoded Vector Tile-Google Protocol Buffers
Whilst JSON and XML are the most widely used data serialization formats in Web services,
encoding data with binary format is quickly gaining attention because of its lightweight, fast
serialization and de-serialization speed (Sumaray et al., 2012). When data is encoded with
binary format, the communication is more efficient with less traffic on the internet (Sumaray et
al., 2012). Google Protocol Buffers (https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/) is one of
the fastest growing binary formats. Google Protocol Buffers is a data encoding technology
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developed by Google for arbitrary data serialization. It can be used as a more efficient
alternative for XML and JSON.
As introduced in the Google Protocol Buffers official documentation, “Protocol buffers are
Google's language-neutral, platform-neutral, extensible mechanism for serializing structured
data – think XML, but smaller, faster, and simpler”.
With Google Protocol Buffers (https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/), users can
define how they want their data, including the name and type, to be structured and serialized
in a protocol file. Then, they can exploit the protocol to write and read the structured data to
and from multiple data streams.
The Google Protocol Buffers specification can be implemented in multiple programming
languages: Java, C, etc. are all supported, and modern languages such as Python can be
implemented as well, which makes interoperability in Web applications for Google Protocol
Buffers much simpler.
In this study, we generated vector tiles encoded with Google Protocol Buffers by adjusting the
code of the vector tile server - TileStache; and then, examined the tile size and transmission
efficiency by comparing it to two other tile formats - GeoJSON and TopoJSON. The Google
Protocol Buffers vector tile encoding scheme in this study followed the scheme defined by
MapBox vector tile specification, which has been recently adopted by ESRI.
2.3.2.3 TopoJSON Encoded Vector Tiles
TopoJSON (https://github.com/mbostock/topojson/wiki) is a new open source format for
encoding spatial objects and can be seen as an extension of GeoJSON. Data encoded with
TopoJSON has a smaller data size compared with GeoJSON. The reason is that TopoJSON can
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downsize data usint two methods. Firstly, instead of representing geometries separately,
geometries in TopoJSON files are glued together from shared line segments called “arcs”. In this
way, TopoJSON removes redundancy, and lets shared geometries be kept efficiently in the
same file. For example, if there is a shared boundary between two cities, this shared boundary
can be represented as one “arc” with TopoJSON, instead of being represented separately twice
for both states as in GeoJSON. Secondly, TopoJSON is actually a delta-encoding version of
GeoJSON that eliminates the geometry coordinates redundancy in GeoJSON. Delta encoding is
also

called

“data

differencing”

or

“delta

compression”.

It

only

transmits

data differences between the sequential data instead of complete files. Therefore, data
encoded with TopoJSON is usually smaller than GeoJSON. But compared to GeoJSON,
TopoJSON is not currently a widely accepted data standard in the Geospatial community.

2.3.3 Studies of Vector Tiles in Web Mapping
Vector tiling is relatively new in Web mapping compared to more mature raster tiling
techniques. Moreover, standards for vector tiles are not yet established. Studies of vector tiles
are mostly focused on analyzing advantages of vector map applications (Gaffuri, 2012) and
early vector tile based map application practices (Antoniou et al., 2009) (Gaffuri, 2012). The
study in (Antoniou et al., 2009) also focused on how to assemble the vector tiles correctly so
that a semantically correct vector map can be presented to the client and proposed a method
for stitching vector tiles for the client side. These initial studies about vector tiles demonstrate
that vector tiling is an appropriate and promising method for delivering large sized vector data
over the Web. However, those studies remained in the early stages of vector tile based Web
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mapping. With the fast evolvement of Web mapping in these two or three years, multiple
modern mapping frameworks can provide mature APIs for assembling and rendering vector
tiles in the client. Furthermore, these implementations are built on simple client-server
architecture and the vector tiles are encoded with GeoJSON. However, the following problems
to be explored still remain: Firstly, there is a lack of thorough investigation into possible vector
tile encoding formats, which can affect the tile size, tile transmission efficiency and thus the
map application performance. There are more open source data formats that have emerged
such as, TopoJSON and binary format, which can be adopted to represent vector tiles. Secondly,
vector tile based map applications face the challenge of scalability. Vector map applications
enable direct interactions between users and maps, even if they are GIS operations on vector
maps such as traditional GIS software system (Gaffuri, 2012). This means that vector tile based
map applications are essentially query intensive. There are related studies regarding vector tiles
built on simple single server-client implementation. However, when the data increases, the
performance of the application can be weakened. The scalability issue was not brought up or
solved in the current studies. Therefore in this project, we explored and tried to tackle the
scalability challenge of vector tile based map applications. For this purpose, we proposed a
distributed memory caching implementation on the server side to tackle this problem.

2.3.4 Current Industry Projects Based on Vector Tiles
As we stated in previous chapters, Web mapping technologies have been developing very fast
in recent years, as is also the case for vector tile based mapping systems in the Geospatial
community. In the past two years, vector tile based Web mapping has developed quickly and
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gained more attention. The following sections describe the current vector tile based mapping
implementations in the industry field.
2.3.4.1 TileStache
TileStache (http://tilestache.org/) is a Python-based server application that can serve up vector
tiles and it is an open source software under the BSD (Berkeley Source Distribution) license. Its
vector tile module is a provider that queries a datasource for raw features and returns
with a vector representation from multiple data sources such as Shapefile, PostGIS or OSM.
TileStache supports multiple vector tile encoding formats including, GeoJSON and TopoJSON.
However, it does not support Google Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles naïvely. Vector tiles
generated with TileStache can be assembled and rendered using multiple JavaScript mapping
frameworks such as D3.js, PolyMaps.js or Leaflet.js on the client side.
2.3.4.2 MapBox Vector Tiles
In MapBox, vector tiles are served as an intermediate step in the processing of raster tiles.
Styling of vector tiles can be applied later in the process of Web mapping, which made how to
present your data to your clients flexible. This allows the tiles to have various styling
possibilities. Vector tiles can be used as middle step to style data, and then rendered as raster
tiles on the client side. By taking advantage of this benefit of vector tiles, MapBox has provided
customized online maps with multiple map styles to users. Up till now, MapBox
(https://www.mapbox.com/) is one of the biggest providers of custom online maps and it
contributes to promoting the vector tile concepts. MapBox have defined their MapBox-vectortile spec. MapBox vector tiles has powered up smooth maps with the concept of vector tiles
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and the great styling opportunities for digital maps. A variety of beautifully styled maps can be
found from their official websites (https://www.mapbox.com/). Figure 2.3-4 and Figure 2.3-5
show some examples of MapBox customized maps.

Figure 2.3-4: Illustration of MapBox Customized Map in Wheat Paste Style (Retrieved from:
https://www.mapbox.com/ Sep 2015)
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Figure 2.3-5: Illustration of MapBox Customized Map in Comic Style (Retrieved from:
https://www.mapbox.com/ Sep 2015)
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Chapter 3:

Research Objectives

In this chapter, the motivation of this study is first presented in Chapter 3:. Then the proposed
architecture solution is introduced in section 3.2. Finally, the expected outcome is stated in
section 3.3.

3.1 Motivation and Objectives
Vector map applications are attracting more and more attention and enthusiasm in the
Geospatial industry. It has been considered as the next generation of Web maps, which will
open Web mapping to innovations and new practices (Gaffuri, 2012). However, performance is
still the main obstacle to vector Web maps. These maps are usually too slow and not usable
because of its voluminous nature of vector data and limitations inherent in each of the formats
due to the intrinsic disadvantages of vector encoding (Gaffuri, 2012).
Vector tiling is one method to deliver vector data over the Web. Compared with progressive
methods, it is relatively new and easy to implement in Web mapping practice. In academic
fields, there are a few studies that have done some preliminary exploration about vector tile
based maps (Antoniou et al., 2009) (Gaffuri, 2012). In these studies, client-server architecture
was built and the vector tiles encoded by GeoJSON were transmitted from the server to the
client. In the industry field, MapBox’s customized online maps make the concept of vector tile
well known in the GIS field by utilizing vector tiles’ flexible style characteristic. However, firstly,
there is a lack of thorough investigation of vector tile based map applications. Secondly, the
vector tile encoding format plays an important role in affecting the data transmission efficiency.
GeoJSON encoded tiles are verbose and offer low transmission efficiency, but other vector tile
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encoding alternatives can be explored. Thirdly, vector tile based mapping system is cache
friendly. But cache’s functionality has not been paid much attention in the architecture.
Fourthly, the proposed architectures that are based on a single server system have limited
ability for handling big volume vector data and lack the capability of handling the scalability
problem. In addition, as vector tile based mapping system has developed faster recently, there
is a lack of thorough examination of vector tile formats, vector tile servers, vector tile renderer,
etc. Therefore, we firmly believe that there is a significant opportunity to explore the subject of
vector tile based Web mapping applications.
The first objective of this study is to do a comprehensive survey of vector tiles based map
frameworks from academic field studies to industry field projects. This has not been thoroughly
examined before. The second objective is to explore the possible vector tile encoding formats
and how the formats affect the transmission efficiency in a Web map application. The third
objective is to propose the implementation of distributed memory caching built on the cloud
computing platform to handle the big vector data challenge and tackle the scalability issue in
vector tile based map applications.

3.2 System Architecture
In this study, we proposed a distributed memory caching implementation on the server side for
vector tile based Web-mapping systems based on a cloud architecture. Figure 3.2-1 is the
architecture diagram which shows the implementation of the distributed memory caching for
vector tile based map applications.
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Figure 3.2-1: Illustration of Proposed Server-Side Distributed Memory Caching Implementation
in Vector Tile Based Map Applications
This architecture contains a master node and multiple slave nodes, as well as, the client and
database. The master node is responsible for processing requests from the client side. The slave
nodes are used for caching vector tiles in the memory. If requested tiles exist in the caches,
then a response containing that tile will be returned to the client. Otherwise, the requests will
be sent to query the database and generate new vector tiles from that. Methodology details
can be found on 5.1.2.
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3.3 Expected Outcomes
In line with the three objectives, there will be three expected outcomes in this study. The first
expected outcome will be a comprehensive survey regarding vector tile based Web mapping
system studies and implementations. Then by comparing the possible vector tile encoding
formats, the results should be generated showing their data size and transmission efficiency.
Finally, a prototype will be built on the cloud server and the distributed memory caching
implementation will be implemented in that prototype. The prototype will be used to examine
the performance of the proposed solution compared to naïve architecture and the scalable
capability of this architecture, as well as, the transmission efficiency for each tile encoding
format.
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Chapter 4:

Research Challenges

In this chapter, three main challenges are introduced and discussed in three sections: in section
Chapter 4:, we explain the big volume vector data challenge. In 4.2, the scalability challenge for
vector tile based map applications is introduced. Finally, the vector tile encoding challenge is
stated in section 4.3.

4.1 Big Vector Data Volume Challenge
The spatial data has been growing very quickly in terms of data volume for the following
reasons. There are several factors that facilitated this quick growth: the rapid development of
positioning technologies, data contribution from a massive community of users and high
resolution remote sensing images. Traditionally, vector data has a voluminous nature and
consists of points, lines and polygons (Gaffuri, 2012). Vector datasets usually come from
multiple sources, for example, GPS trace data. Another vector data source stems from
volunteered geographic information usually called VGI. Enabled by cost effective GPS data and
the evolving Web 2.0, volunteered geographic information (VGI) has been emerging by utilizing
various tools to create and assemble geographic data provided voluntarily by individuals
(Goodchild, 2007).
Therefore, geospatial datasets are typically very large; many vector datasets contain a large
volume of data when they are at a high level of resolution that includes many details. When it
comes to vector Web mapping, transmission of these large amounts of vector data from server
to client can be very challenging. With increasing availability and global sharing of vector data,
the need for efficient strategies to transmit vector data over the internet to make efficient
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vector maps is becoming more and more urgent. In this study, we implemented distributed
memory caching with a cloud computing platform to achieve good performance with big
volume vector data when building vector tile based Web maps.

4.2 Scalability Challenge
The term “scalability” has been adopted to refer the capability of a system, network, or process
to handle a growing amount of work, or its potential to grow in order to adapt that growth
without decreasing the performance of the system. In the study of Ord Neuman (1994),
scalability was defined as:
“A system is said to be scalable if it can handle the addition of users and resources
without suffering a noticeable loss of performance or increase in administrative
complexity.”
If a system is expected to grow, its ability to scale must be considered when the system is
designed. When the demands of a system increase, the nodes of the system network can
expand to adapt to the needs without decreasing its performance.
Vector tile based map applications can face the scalability challenge for the following reasons.
Firstly, vector tile based map applications are designed to deliver large sized vector datasets
because small vector data can be delivered directly from server to client. Only the large vector
data needs to be transmitted in vector tiles. Especially when the maps are adjusted to a level of
finer detail, the vector data can become very large because there are many details to be
presented. Therefore, the server for the map application needs to handle more and more
vector tiles as data increases. In this situation, the system should be scalable to ensure the
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performance of the application. Secondly, vector tile based map applications are designed to
enable direct rich interaction potentials between users and maps, even able to handle GIS
operations such as, traditional GIS desktop software. Therefore, they are Web applications that
are internally query intensive. Moreover, when user numbers increase, there will be more
queries from the client side. The vector tile map application should be able to be scaled to
handle intensive tile queries without lowering its performance.

4.3 Vector Tile Encoding
Vector tile encoding is a challenging issue because the way that the vector tile is encoded
affects the vector data size. Therefore, it can also affect the transmission efficiency of the
vector tiles over the Web. Typically, the smaller the data content, the faster the transmission
speed. For an application based distributed memory caching implementation, the smaller the
vector tile means the more tiles can be stored in the cache. In this way, users can fetch more
tiles directly from the cache instead of querying from databases, which will further reduce user
waiting time and make vector maps more efficient. For vector tiles, traditional encoding ways
for vector tiles focused on XML and GeoJSON. Vector tiles encoded with GeoJSON are humanreadable and offer easy debugging. In addition, GeoJSON is a widely accepted standard in the
Geospatial field. Therefore, multiple vector tile servers naïvely support GeoJSON encoded
vector tiles.
Studies such as Sumaray et al. (2012) have shown that compact binary encoded format such as
Google Protocol Buffers (https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers) can decrease data
size greatly and facilitate data transmission efficiency compared to XML and JSON. In recent
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years, other vector data formats such as, TopoJSON, were developed in Geospatial fields. These
formats can be adopted for encoding vector tiles in vector map applications.
When it came to implementation, the challenges stemmed from the following aspects. Firstly,
known vector tile servers don’t naïvely support binary encoded tiles. Secondly, client side
frameworks have limited ability for directly rendering binary encoded vector tiles into vector
maps. Therefore, the challenge is how to encode vector tiles into compact binary format in the
tile server and how to decode them into GeoJSON for final rendering. In addition, if vector tile
size can be decreased in compact binary format, extra time can be introduced by doing the
encoding and decoding processes. To examine the tile transmission efficiency in our proposed
distributed memory caching implementation compared with naïve architecture, the following
conditions should be fulfilled as shown in Figure 4.3-1.
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Figure 4.3-1: Transmission Time Demonstration of Naïve Architecture and Distributed memory
Caching Implementation
Response time spent for naïve architecture and proposed architecture was showed in Figure
4.3-1. After the first time presentation of vector maps, caching nodes in our proposed
architecture will start to store vector tiles. Thus: T2+T3+T4≤ T (first-time)<T1. In Web
applications, response time is an important criteria for measuring the application performance.
To compare the performance of the distributed memory caching implementation and the naïve
architecture, we compare the response time for each of them. As shown in Figure 4.3-1, the
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condition “T2+T3+T4≤ T (first-time)<T1” should be fulfilled in order to demonstrate that the
proposed solution is more efficient than the naïve solution.
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Chapter 5:

Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodology applied in this study. As we stated in chapter 4,
there are three main challenges in building vector tile based map applications: the big data
challenge for vector maps, the scalability challenge and the way of encoding vector tiles. We
apply corresponding methods to handle each challenge accordingly. For the large volume
vector data challenge, we chose to deploy the application with cloud computing platformAmazon Web Service-EC2 (Elastic Cloud Computing). With the AWS platform, distributed
memory caching was implemented. When query intensive map requests are made, vector tiles
can be searched and fetched directly from the memory nodes if already existing instead of
querying data from databases. Therefore, time can be saved and application efficiency
improved. For the vector tile encoding format challenge, we examined the performance of
vector tile encoding formats from four perspectives: naïve vector tile formats supported by the
vector tile server, data size comparison for each encoding format, vector tile transmission
efficiency and the easiness of rendering by the client.

5.1 Distributed Memory Caching Implementation
Distributed memory caching is implemented on the cloud server in this project. In section 5.1.1,
the cloud server is introduced and based on the cloud server, we then explain how distributed
memory caching is applied in section 5.1.2.

5.1.1 Amazon Web Service – Elastic Cloud Computing
Amazon Web Services (AWS) offer IT infrastructure services to businesses in the form of cloud
computing (https://aws.amazon.com/). Cloud computing provides a simple way to access
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servers, storage, databases and a broad set of application services over the Internet. With cloud
computing, large upfront investments in hardware can be avoided and a lot of time can be
saved in comparison to traditional hardware investment. In addition, we can tailor the size of
computing resources according to our requirements.
There are several types of cloud computing services that Amazon provides. For the
implementation in this study, we used the Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2) service. Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is a Web service that provides users with computing
resource that can be easily resized in the cloud. Thus, it can make Web-scale cloud
computing more convenient for developers. Users pay only for the resources they use. Instead
of maintaining a cluster of physical servers and storage devices on standby for possible use,
resources can be created when needed by users.
EC2 (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/) has been used in this study because of the following main
benefits:


It has a simple Web service interface so developers can easily deploy Web applications.



It can reduce the time to obtain and boot new server instances.



It is an Elastic Web-Scale Computing, which allows the users to increase or decrease
computing capacity within a few minutes.

In our case scenario, we needed to deploy the distributed memory caching system on different
machines. EC2 is scalable to add or remove virtual machines (nodes), so it is possible to adapt it
to the scalability challenge. Maintaining a cluster of physical servers to process data is
expensive and time-consuming, especially when the applications need to handle big amounts of
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data. For example, if the web application needs four machines as distributed memory caching
nodes, traditionally, you will need four physical machines to do this. However, EC2 is able to do
this by increasing four instances with easy and quick configuration. A virtual machine which
is functioning as a virtual private server is called an instance. Also, the vector tile mapping
system is designed to handle large volume vector data transmission on the Web. With cloud
computing, server capacity can be scaled depending on the requirements of the application to
increase or decrease the distributed memory nodes.

5.1.2 Proposed Distributed Memory Caching Implementation

By using AWS cloud computing, we have the appropriate platform to deploy our vector tile
based map application. To implement distributed memory caching in the application, our
proposed approach is to store vector tiles into the multiple server memory and fetch requested
tiles efficiently from the memory when requested by the client.
The following diagram in Figure 5.1-1 demonstrates how the distributed memory caching
implementation works.
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Figure 5.1-1: Implementation Demonstration of Distributed Memory Caching System in Vector
Tile Based Web Map Application
As shown in the above figure, there are four main steps in the distributed caching system:


Step 1: The Web vector map application requests key1, key2 and key3 using the client
library.



Step2: On the server side, the master node calculates key hash values, determining which
slave server node should receive requests.



Step 3: The client sends parallel requests to all relevant slave node servers.



Step 4: The slave node servers send responses to the client library.
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Step 5: The client library aggregates responses for the Web application.

In this research, the distributed memory caching system was implemented with a two-layer
hash function for effectively fetching the vector tiles from distributed nodes. A hash function is
a function that maps a key to a number that is going to be the mapping value. The first layer is
implemented in the client library and it decides which server to send the request to by hashing
the key onto a list of virtual buckets, each one representing a server. Once there, the selected
server uses another typical hash table.
In our implementation, there were no cache nodes involved when launched for the first time
because all the requests were sent to the tile server and queries made to the database to
generate the requested vector tiles. Once vector tiles were generated, they were cached into
the distributed memory caching servers. As we introduced earlier, the URL scheme of the
requesting vector tiles was: / {layer name}/ {zoom}/ {column}/ {row}. {extension}. For example,
a GeoJSON encoded vector tile can be requested with 9-1111-2222.json. This URL scheme for
each vector tile is unique so we used it as the hash key for mapping that vector tile in the server
cache. By doing this, when a client requests the vector tiles, the system will search the
corresponding server cache and return the correct vector tile to the client instantly if the tile is
found in the server caches. If not existing in any of the server caches, the request will be sent to
the tile server, databases and newly generated vector tiles returned. The least used vector tiles
will be released for space to store new vector tiles.
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5.2 Vector Tile Encoding Format
As we stated before in 2.3.2, the way that vector tiles are encoded is important because it can
affect the data size thus the data transmission efficiency. There are multiple ways to encode
vector tiles such as GeoJSON, TopoJSON, and binary formats such as Google Protocol Buffers as
we introduced before in 4.3. However, when we build a real life vector tile Web application,
data size is important but not the only standard to examine the feasibility of how vector tiles
are encoded. There are other conditions or limits we need to take into consideration such as,
the vector tile server naïve support format, or how difficult rendering the format can be by the
client side. In this study, we explored the feasibility of possible vector tile encoding formats
from four perspectives: the naïve support format of vector tile server, vector tile size
representing the equivalent data, vector tile transmission efficiency over the internet and the
easiness of rendering for the client mapping library. Three encoding formats were examined:
GeoJSON, TopoJSON and Google Protocol Buffers.

5.2.1 Naïve Tile Encoding Format of Tile server
Vector tile servers are relatively rare compared to raster tile servers. In this study, we
summarized the known vector tile servers so far and their supported vector tile encoded
formats in the following table(Table 5.2-1).
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Table 5.2-1: Summary of Vector Tile Servers with Their Supported Vector Tile Encoding Formats
Vector Tile Server

Tile Format Supported

Open Source

Commercial

Yes

No

GeoJSON,TopoJSON,ArcJSON，
TileStache
MVT (Mapnik Vector Tiles)
Vector-tile-server

Google Protocol Buffers

Yes

No

Node-tile-server

GeoJSON

Yes

No

MapBox Tile Server

Google Protocol Buffers

No

Yes

For this project, we chose TileStache as the vector tile server in the prototype. Since it is written
in the Python programming language, once all the dependencies are installed, it should run on
any major operating system. It is open sourced with allowance for modification, use and
redistribution for any purpose. So it is well suited for adaptation for academic purposes
because it can both be modified and freely used without any further restrictions. It provides
both tile generation and caching options from the relevant data source by employing various
libraries to handle data access.
TileStache’s vector module has supported the most extensive vector tile encoding formats such
as GeoJSON, TopoJSON, ArcJSON, MVT (Mapnik Vector Tiles). Its data source drivers support
the most popular spatial databases or files including “ESRI Shapefile”,”PostgreSQL”,”MySQL”,
”Spatialite”,”GeoJSON”, etc. In addition, TileStache can be easily configured in a JSON
configuration file to support various ways of caching to speed up future requests. Tiles can be
cached traditionally into a disk or onto online cloud services. Therefore, it is a great choice for
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both supporting our distributed memory caching implementation and conducting experiments
for comparing different vector tile encoding formats, which require code customization in the
tile server.

5.2.2 Tile Data Size
With different encoding formats, vector tiles data size can vary when representing the
equivalent vector data.
GeoJSON encoded tile data size is relatively big for its redundant data structure. However,
GeoJSON possesses incomparable advantages. GeoJSON has complete representation of spatial
objects including points, lines, polygons and other complex geometries. Also, as a subset of
JSON, it is very compatible and performs well with browsers. It has been widely adopted by the
GIS community. It also cooperates well with other spatial databases or spatial file formats.
Therefore, most vector tile servers had naïve support for GeoJSON encoded tiles because of all
the advantages of GeoJSON. For example, TileStache’s vector tile module returns GeoJSON
encoded tiles from PostGIS database or from ESRI shapefiles. Vector-tile-server generates their
vector tiles encoded with Google Protocol Buffers. Actually, we read through vector-tile-server
core code and found that their protocol buffers tiles were converted from GeoJSON. Therefore,
GeoJSON builds the foundation for other vector tile formats. Other vector tile encoding formats
are designed for overcoming the redundancy of GeoJSON and minimizing the tile data size.
TopoJSON encoded tiles are supposed to be smaller than GeoJSON when applying delta
encoding algorithm and reduced discretely geometries when objects have shared line segments.
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TopoJSON can reduce more compared to GeoJSON when the spatial objects have shared lines.
Google Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles are in compact binary format.
For this project, we compared the differently encoded vector tiles data size by querying the
same amount of vector data. Three encoding formats: GeoJSON, Protocol Buffers and
TopoJSON were analyzed. Since Google Protocol Buffers was not supported in TileStache, we
adjusted the core code of TileStache to convert GeoJSON into Google Protocol Buffers for
testing in the experiments.

5.2.3 Tile Transmission Efficiency
Response time is an important criterion in evaluating the performance of a Web application.
For this study, the response time is time from the user submitting a query to a server until the
time of client visualization. It can be expressed as the following formula shown in Equation
5.2-1 :
T (response) = T0 (queryfromdatabase) + T1 (transmission) + T2 (rendering)
Equation 5.2-1: Tile Transmission Efficiency
In the above equation, T0 represents the time from the submission of SQL statements to
receiving the queried results. T1 is the data transmission time from server to the client. T2 is
the time for rendering data on the client side.
In this project, we adopted TileStache as tile server. TileStache can naïvely generate GeoJSON
and TopoJSON encoded vector tiles. However, the protocol buffer format is not supported in
TileStache. For protocol buffer encoding tiles, extra time for server side encoding and client side
decoding can be introduced. By encoding and decoding, we mean the encoding process from
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GeoJSON to protocol buffers and the decoding process from protocol buffers to GeoJSON.
Therefore, for protocol buffer encoded vector tiles, the transmission efficiency should be the
result shown in Equation 5.2-2.
T (response) = T0 (queryfromdatabase) +T1 (encoding) + T2 (transmission) +T3 (decoding) +
T4 (rendering)
Equation 5.2-2: Transmission Efficiency of Protocol Buffers Encoded Vector Tile

5.2.4 Vector Tile Rendering Easiness in Client
For the client, vector tiles need to be rendered into vector maps for final visualization. Vector
maps are in fact vector graphics. Currently, there are three vector graphic APIs supported in
HTML5: SVG (http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/), Canvas, and WebGL. SVG stands for scalable vector
graphics and is an XML standard. Every SVG element is attached to the Document Object Model
and can be manipulated with JavaScript and CSS. WebGL let users render interactive 3D
graphics without using plug-ins. WebGL is supported in all major browsers including Internet
Explorer from version 11 onwards. When building Web-mapping applications, vector maps can
be rendered into those three vector graphics to visualize the vector data.
The process of rendering vector tiles includes assembling the tiles with semantically correct
order of features and assigning the features using different styles. Therefore, for vector tiles
rendering, there are some special requests for the renderer: firstly, the renderer should
consume and render the format of vector tiles; secondly, it should have the support for
assembling vector tiles for the client to form a valid vector map. Until now, the following
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JavaScript mapping libraries are used for rendering vector tiles. We give a short analysis for
each of them regarding their vector tile rendering functionality.


Leaflet.js

Leaflet (http://leafletjs.com/) is the leading open-source JavaScript library for building
interactive maps. It is lightweight using just about 33 KB of JS and has very comprehensive
mapping features for Web mapping developers. Its GeoJSON Tile Layer module can render
GeoJSON encoded vector tiles. Also, leaflet’s APIs are well documented. Figure 5.2-1 is an
example showing the GeoJSON encoded vector tiles rendered by Leaflet.js.

Figure 5.2-1: GeoJSON Encoded Vector Tils Rendered by Leaflet.js (Retrieved from:
http://leafletjs.com/ Sep 2015)
As can be seen from the above example, the street data is rendered into vector maps on the
front-end. The map style is simply blue lines for all the streets.
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Polymaps.js

Polymaps (http://polymaps.org/) is a free JavaScript library for making dynamic, interactive
maps in modern Web browsers. It supports a variety of visual presentations for tiled vector
data. Polymaps uses SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) to display information and users can use
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) rules to define the design of the data. Polymaps supports vector
tiles that are rendered with SVG. The vector geometry is loaded as GeoJSON. Figure 5.2-2
shows a vector map rendered with Polymaps.js.

Figure 5.2-2: A Vector Map Rendered with Polymaps.js (Retrieved from:
http://polymaps.org/ex/ Sep 2015)
The vector map in this example shows the roads in complicated styles. It demonstrates that
vector map styles can be personalized in multiple styles.
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Kothic.js

Kothic JS (https://github.com/kothic/kothic-js) is a full-featured JavaScript map-rendering
engine using the HTML5 Canvas. It is initially developed as a JavaScript port of Kothic rendering
engine written in Python. It can render from lightweight GeoJSON-like tiles but with its own
defined URL scheme: ({"features": [features list], "bbox": [EPSG: 4326 bounding box],
"granularity": granularity}, zoom, tile-x, tile_y), which is not compatible with the tile scheme
used in vector tile server - TileStache. It is not well documented and existing documentation
just describes the basic introduction, which increases the usage difficulty for developers.


Openlayers3.js

OpenLayers

(http://openlayers.org/) is a well-known

open

source JavaScript library for

displaying map data in Web browsers. In the latest version - OpenLayers3, vector tiles encoded
in TopoJSON or GeoJSON format can be rendered with their “ol.source.TileVector” module.


D3.js

D3.js (http://d3js.org/) is a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data. It has
powerful visualization components and a data-driven approach to DOM manipulation. The
D3.geo.tile module can be used to render GeoJSON and TopoJSON vector tiles into SVG maps.


MapBoxGL

As we outlined previously, MapBox (https://www.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl/) has enhanced the
popularity and concept of vector tiles by providing nicely styled customized maps in the recent
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two years. In June 2014, they released MapBoxGL framework to render their MapBox vector
tiles into vector maps on the browser or on fluid devices. MapBoxGL is developed based on the
library OpenGL. Figure 5.2-3 shows MapBox Vector Tiles Rendered by MapBoxGL.

Figure 5.2-3: MapBox Vector Tiles Rendered by MapBoxGL (Retrieved from:
https://www.mapbox.com/blog/mapbox-gl/ Sep 2015)
From these rendering frameworks, we can see that GeoJSON was the most widely adopted
vector tile encoding format especially in open source tile servers. TopoJSON encoded vector
tiles can be rendered by openlayers3 and D3.js.


D3.js Was Adopted in This Study
For this study, we adopted D3.js as the client vector tile renderer. Vector tiles are rendered as
SVG maps in the browser. The reason of choosing the D3 mapping framework is firstly that
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D3.js can render vector tiles in both GeoJSON and TopoJSON formats into SVG vector maps.
Secondly, D3.js can render vector tiles in the URL scheme generated with TileStache. Thirdly,
D3.js gives developers more flexibility to customize or adjust code to meet the application
needs because it is an open source library. This is important since we need to write code to
decode protocol buffers for the client. Therefore, we finally chose the D3 toolkit for client
rendering vector tiles into maps for this project.
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Chapter 6:

Prototype Implementation

This chapter gives details on how to implement the proposed solution including the
experimental data details in Chapter 6:, database information in section 6.2, the deployment of
server side in section 6.3 and the client side deployment in section 6.4.

6.1 Experimental Data
Experimental data used in this study was the road network data of Canada. Data was
downloaded from OpenStreetMap (http://download.geofabrik.de/north-america/canada.html).
The downloaded data was compressed in protocol buffer format into 1.97GB. Before importing
into the database, downloaded data was decompressed into “.osm” format with a data size of
10.1GB. The data projection was in Web Mercator projection.

6.2 Database
We exploited the PostgreSQL database for this study to store the data. PostgreSQL, often
simply called Postgres, is an object-relational database management system (ORDBMS)
(http://www.postgresql.org/).
PostGIS is an open source extension to the PostgreSQL object-relational database system that
allows spatial objects to be stored in the database. PostGIS provides the geography data type
for geodetic spatial data, and the geometry data type for planar spatial data
(http://postgis.net/). PostGIS supports seven spatial types in OGC SFS (Simple Features)
standard,

namely:

POINT,

MULTIPOINT,

LINESTRING,

MULTILINESTRING,

POLYGON,

MULTIPOLYGON and GEOMETRYCOLLECTION. PostGIS provides support for GiST-based R-Tree
spatial indexes and functions for the analysis and processing of spatial objects.
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6.2.1 Import OpenStreetMap Data to PostGIS Enabled PostgreSQL Database
To import OpenStreetMap road data into PostgreSQL with PostGIS extension enabled, we used
the osm2pgsql command-line program. Osm2pgsql is developed and maintained by
OpenStreetMap community and GitHub was used to host source code. Osm2pgsql is available
for Linux, Mac OS X and Windows. In our application, we used osm2pgsql on Ubuntu 14.04.
Before loading OpenStreetMap data onto the database, the database must be created and
PostGIS extension must be loaded, we used the following command from the terminal to create
the database and enable PostGIS extension:
reatedb osm-canada
psql -d gis -c 'CREATE EXTENSION postgis;
As mentioned in the previous section, the size of the file we want to import was 1.97GB in the
protocol buffer format. OpenStreetMap data would be around 10.1GB after decompression.
This was more than the size of our memory so loading the entire data into memory and then
writing to database was not a feasible solution. Instead, we want to turn on caching and
slimming options on, which would allow osm2pgsql to use the local disk as cache and store
temporary data in the database. According to our experiment, without turning these two
options on, our Linux server will run out of memory and osm2pgsql command will be
terminated by the system. The command was shown below as:
osm2pgsql -d osm-canada --slim canada-latest.osm.pbf
After importing, the following tables will be created in osm-canada database by default:
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planet_osm_line: used for storing line features including rivers, national borders,
provincial borders, etc. Road features were not included in this database.



planet_osm_point: used for storing point features including towers, survey points,
petroleum wells, etc.



planet_osm_polygon: used for storing polygon features including boundaries of
woods, glacier, lake, etc.



planet_osm_roads: used for storing road features, including national highways, local
roads, bridges, tunnels, etc.

A prefix of planet in the table names is created by default by osm2pgsql, in our research we are
only focusing on the Canada area, so renaming planet to Canada will better describe our
research area, final table names were canada_osm_line, canada_osm_point,
canada_osm_polygon, canada_roads. Canada_osm_roads was the table we will
use primarily during this research; the following are columns in this table that need attention.


name: name of the road



way: the column, which stored the actual geometry of road feature. Column was stored in
PostGIS geometry format.



z_index: is both the Layer as well as the values of the tags highway, bridge, tunnel,
railway and included boundary.



z_order: a value that is calculated by osm2pgsql to sort surfaces and lines more easily.
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For roads whose z_order values were less than 10, z_order indicated the level of
significance. For example, a community drive way had a z_order of 6 while Trans-Canada
Highway had a z_order value of 9; no roads had a z_order value equal to 10.
Roads whose z_order values were over 20 were a different type of the road whose
z_order value was smaller by 20, for example, a road whose z_order value was 26 could be
a bridge or tunnel of a road whose z_order value was 26. In our project, we will minus the
z_order by 20 if a z_order of a certain road was more than 20.
Roads whose z_order values were greater than 10 but less than 20 were railroads. We will
ignore railroads in the study.

6.2.2 Creating Index to Speed Up Geospatial Query
Creating index is the way to speed up queries on a certain column in the database. In this
research, many spatial queries on geometry columns will be required. In order to speed up the
response of a spatial query we created a spatial index on "way” column, which was the actual
geometry column for the roads table. According to the PostGIS manual (http://postgis.net/),
the version 0.6, R-tree index for geometry columns has been discarded in favor of the
Generalized Search Tree (GiST) index, mainly for the two following reasons:


R-Tree indexes in PostgreSQL cannot handle features whose size is larger than 8K. GiST
indexes can, using the "lossy" trick of substituting the bounding box for the feature itself.



R-Tree indexes in PostgreSQL are not "null safe", so building an index on a geometry column,
which contains null geometries, will fail.
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Therefore, we created a gist index for the "way" column using following SQL command:
CREATE INDEX canada_osm_roads_index
ON canada_osm_roads
USING gist(way)

6.3 Server Side Deployment
This part discusses the vector tile server in section 6.3.1 and the protocol scheme we used for
mapping GeoJSON tiles into Google Protocol Buffers tiles in section 6.3.2. Then section 6.3.3
gives the configuration information of the cloud server. Finally, in section 0, we discuss how to
use Memcached API to implement distributed memory caching.

6.3.1 Tile Server - TileStache
As we introduced in the last chapter, TileStache is completely open sourced and extendable by
creating new components. It also supports multiple vector tile encoded formats. TileStache is
built with an integrated Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) Web server named Werkzeug
that processes tile requests from the clients. WSGI is a common Python interface for allowing
programs to handle requests from Web servers. For this project, we explored vector tile
encoding formats including GeoJSON, TopoJSON, and Google Protocol Buffers. TileStache
naïvely supports TopoJSON and GeoJSON. We have modified the core code in TileStache to
generate vector tiles encoded with Google Protocol Buffers. To do that, the Google Protocol
Buffers scheme needs to be defined to map the GeoJSON objects onto Google Protocol Buffers
data. We followed the vector tile protocol scheme defined by MapBox, to which we give an
introduction in the next section.
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6.3.2 Scheme for Google Protocol Buffers Encoded Vector Tile
As we introduced before, MapBox adopted the concept of vector tiles to make customized
maps. They also use Google Protocol Buffers to encode the vector tiles. To do this, they defined
the MapBox Vector Tile scheme in Google Protocol Buffers for mapping GeoJSON tiles. The
scheme is open sourced. In this study, we adopted this scheme to convert GeoJSON vector tiles
into Google Protocol Buffers encoded tiles in TileStache. Since TileStache is developed with
Python, we implemented this conversion process in Python as well following the codes and
vector tile protocol defined by MapBox. We used this protocol to map GeoJSON encoded vector
tiles onto Google Protocol Buffer encoded vector tiles in TileStache.
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package mapnik.vector;
option optimize_for = LITE_RUNTIME;
message tile {
enum GeomType {
Unknown = 0;
Point = 1;
LineString = 2;
Polygon = 3;
}
message value {
optional string string_value = 1;
optional float float_value = 2;
optional double double_value = 3;
optional int64 int_value = 4;
optional uint64 uint_value = 5;
optional sint64 sint_value = 6;
optional bool bool_value = 7;
extensions 8 to max;
}
message feature {
optional uint64 id = 1;
repeated uint32 tags = 2 [ packed = true ];
optional GeomType type = 3 [ default =
Unknown ];
repeated uint32 geometry = 4 [ packed = true ];
}
message layer {
required uint32 version = 15 [ default = 1 ];
required string name = 1;
repeated feature features = 2;
repeated string keys = 3;
repeated value values = 4;
optional uint32 extent = 5 [ default = 4096 ];
extensions 16 to max;
}
repeated layer layers = 3;
extensions 16 to 8191;
}

As shown in this protocol, it defines the way to serialize GeoJSON encoded vector tiles including
the name and type for each field in GeoJSON. A vector tile contains multiple spatial features.
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Each feature has non-spatial attributes and geometries. The geometry type includes point,
linestring and polygon. The geometry coordinates are kept in an integer array consisting of a x,y
data stream.

6.3.3 AWS-EC2 Cloud Computing Platform Configuration
For this study, we implemented distributed caching system on AWS-EC2 (Amazon Web Service
Elastic Cloud Computing). Multiple AWS instances (server nodes) were used: one as the master
server to assign the tile requests to the right cache server and other instances as caching server.
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Table 6.3-1: Cloud Computing Configuration of AWS-EC2 Instances Used in This Project
Server Type

RAM

DISK

CPU

Master Node

2GB

1TB Spin Disk

2GB Dual CPU

Slave Nodes

1GB

300GB Spin Disk

1.5GB

The above table shows the information of the cloud server instances(Table 6.3-1). It includes
the configuration of mater server and the slave servers.

6.3.4 Distributed Memory Caching Implementation - Memcached
In this study, we adopted Memcached API to deploy distributed caching architecture on the
ASW cloud computing platform. Memcached is a free and open source distributed memory
object caching framework which has been widely used by many Web services such as Facebook.
It is used for speeding up dynamic Web applications by caching data and objects in memory to
reduce the amount of data the database needs to be read. In fact, the mechanism of
Memcached API is based on a giant hash table distributed across multiple machines, which
matches our need to store and fetch vector tiles from distributed caches server quickly.
6.3.4.1 Implementation Pseudo Code of Memcached Implementation
In this section, two pseudo codes are presented to show different implementations for two
different cases: without and with Memcached.


Pseudo Code Showing Implementation Without Memcached – All Requests Go Straight to
the Database
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function get_vector_tiles (tile_key) {
tile = db_select ("SELECT * FROM tile_table WHERE tile_key = ?",
tile_key);
return tile;
}


Pseudo Code Showing Implementation with Memcached

function get_vector_tiles (tile_key) {
tile = Memcached_fetch("tile_key:"+tile_key);
if (!tile) {
tile = db_select("SELECT * FROM users WHERE tile_key
= ?", tile_key);
Memcached_add("tile_key:" +tile_key, tile);
}
return tile;}
In this study, we deployed Memcached on one AWS server instance, which was called the
master node in this distributed caching system. Then two more AWS server instances were
used for storing vector tile caches and called slave nodes. Each slave node has a hash key stored
in the master node. The master node decided which slave nodes to send the request by hashing
the key onto a list of virtual buckets with each one representing a Memcached server. In the
slave node, a typical hash table was used to store data - vector tiles in our case scenario.

6.4 Client Side Deployment
In this study, we adopted the D3 toolkit as the client library to assemble and render vector tiles.
D3 stands for data driven document. Its design concept is based on data interaction with DOM.
D3 has powerful manipulation of interactive SVG charts or pictures on Web applications and
strong capabilities for handling geographic data. Vector tiles can be rendered as SVG vector
maps in D3. Especially for Web vector mapping, D3 also provides the “d3.geo.tile ()” module to
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assemble vector tiles encoded in GeoJSON or TopoJSON format into a seamless vector map on
the client side.

6.4.1 Base Map
On the client webpage, we set the map view as 950 pixels width and 500 pixels height. The first
map layer was the raster base map, which was retrieved from the ESRI ArcGIS online service1
shown in Figure 6.4-1. The base map was a raster image called World_Shaded_Relief with the
Web Mercator projection. We used this base map as a reference overlay for the second layer,
which were the real vector maps rendered from the vector tiles.

1

(http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=9c5370d0b54f4de1b48a3792d7377ff2)
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Figure 6.4-1: Base Map with ESRI’s World_Shaded_Relief (Retrieved from:
http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=7fcb19a848f0497c940b2c7370afba06 Sep 2015)

6.4.2 Tile Rendering
Tile rendering on the client side is the last step for a Web mapping application. By rendering
vector tiles, the data can be visualized or manipulated as vector maps in the browser. For this
study, we explored tile data size and transmission efficiency with three ways for encoding
vector tiles including GeoJSON, TopoJSON and Protocol Buffers. The client side framework was
able to render GeoJSON and TopoJSON tiles into vector maps directly. However, vector tiles
encoded with protocol buffers needed additional coding work for the client. Therefore, there
are two case scenarios for tile rendering work for this application:
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Render GeoJSON and TopoJSON Encoded Vector Tiles

Vector tiles encoded with GeoJSON or TopoJSON were rendered directly onto SVG map images
with D3.js framework. According to the tile scheme, each tile was rendered into a 256 pixels by
256 pixels SVG image. Depending on the map view and zoom level, appropriate requests were
sent to the server. Corresponding tiles were then returned and rendered into maps. Since our
focus for this study was on the vector tile encoding formats and distributed caching
implementation in the server side, so on the client side, the map was simply rendered for
visualization without the application of complex fancy styles. The final map was rendered with
simple blue lines to represent the Canada road network map.


Convert Protocol Buffer Encoded Vector Tile to GeoJSON for Rendering

Since D3.js cannot render protocol buffer encoded vector tiles directly, we modified the core
code of the “d3.geo.js” to convert protocol buffer encoded vector tiles into GeoJSON. Once
converted, vector tiles can be rendered as GeoJSON vector tiles.
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Chapter 7:

Results & Discussion

For this part, we show the prototype developed based on our proposed solution. Based on the
prototype, we ran multiple tests to evaluate the tile data size in different encoding formats, the
tile transmission efficiency for each format, and the performance comparison between naïve
architecture with distributed memory architecture.

7.1 Results
There are four tests that have been designed and run on the prototype. The first test was to
measure the tile data size for vector tiles respectively encoded with GeoJSON, TopJSON, and
Google Protocol Buffers. The second test was to compare the performance of the naïve vector
tile system architecture and our proposed system. The third test was to evaluate the scalability
of the proposed solution by calculating the transmission time for each vector tile encoding
format on the distributed memory caching architecture with the same caching memory but
different caching nodes. The fourth test was to examine the client decoding time for Google
Protocol Buffers encoding vector tiles. All measurements were taken with a browser window
about 960 by 500 pixels, loading 81 tiles for the view to ensure that the representing data
amount was equal.

7.1.1 The Canada Road Network Vector Map
Our first result was a Canada road network map built with vector tiles showed in Figure 7.1-1.
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Figure 7.1-1: Canada Road Network Vector Map Rendered from Vector Tiles in Client Side

7.1.2 Test 1 - Data Size Comparison for Differently Encoded Vector Tiles
For each vector tile encoding format, we measured the data size for representing the same
amount of data. The result is shown in the following figure (Figure 7.1-2).
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Figure 7.1-2: Illustration of Data Size Comparison Results for Vector Tiles Encoded with
Different Formats

7.1.3 Test 2 - Transmission Time Comparison for Different Encoded Vector Tiles with
Naïve Architecture
Transmission time is the time from client submitting requests until the tile rendering is finished
for the client. It includes the request time, server response time, database query time and client
rendering time. For this test, we compared the transmission time for each of those three vector
tile encoding formats in the naïve architecture. We ran each encoding format five times, and
then got the average transmission time for each. The result was shown in Figure 7.1-3.
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Figure 7.1-3: Illustration of Transmission Time Comparison Results for Differently Encoded
Vector Tiles with Naïve Architecture
To elaborate on the transmission time, Table 7.1-1 describes the comparison between three
different encoded vector tile methods in Naïve architecture. As it is shown in this table, the
average time for TopoJSON has the best performance.
Table 7.1-1: Transmission Time Comparison for Different Encoded Vector Tiles with Naïve
Architecture (Units: Milliseconds)
Response Time

T(Average)
T1(ms)

T2(ms)

T3(ms)

T4(ms)

T5(ms)

Without-Memcached

(ms)

GeoJSON

76545

75356

79823

77235

78931

77578

TopoJSON

65712

66723

67533

65288

64990

66049

ProBuf

69852

69987

69017

67660

66909

68685
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7.1.4 Test 3 - Scalability Test for Distributed Memory Caching Implementation
For this test, we analyzed time separately for the first time display of the map and the times for
following maps. For the first map display, the cache nodes were not involved and all the client
requests went to the server and database to generate vector tiles. After the first display, the
generated tiles were cached into the distributed node memories.
To test the scalability of the implementation, we conducted the test by deploying the
implementation over different caching nodes and then examined the transmission efficiency for
each tile encoding format. The caching nodes were set as 1,2,4,8 with equal total cache
memory. The transmission time for each test was recorded to compare and examine the
performance. You can see the results for each test in Figure 7.1-4.

Figure 7.1-4: Illustration of Tile Transmission Efficiency with Different Caching Nodes
Implementation
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7.1.5 Test 4 - Transmission Time with Decoding and Without Decoding Comparison
for Google Protocol Buffers Encoded Vector Tiles
Since the client cannot render vector tiles encoded with protocol buffers, we decoded the tiles
into GeoJSON format for rendering. This process can add extra time on decoding. For this test,
we subtracted the decoding time for the client and compared the result with the original
process with decoding. The test result is shown in Figure 7.1-5.
Table 7.1-2: Transmission Time Comparison for Protocol Buffers Encoded Vector Tiles - With
and Without Client Decoding Time (Units: Milliseconds)
ProBuf

T(first time)

T1(ms) T2(ms) T3(ms) T4(ms)

T(Average)(ms)

With Decoding

209232

45234

49989

51234

52234

49673

Without Decoding

185226

37212

32335

35087

38347

35745
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Figure 7.1-5: Transmission Time Comparison for Protocol Buffers Encoded Vector Tiles - With
and Without Client Decoding Time

7.2 Discussion
From the results of test 1 that is shown in Figure 7.1-2, we can see that by representing the
same data amount, GeoJSON encoded vector tiles have the largest data size, which was about
1.5 times larger than TopoJSON vector tiles and 3.8 times larger than Protocol Buffers vector
tiles. Therefore, vector tiles encoded with Google Protocol Buffers had the smallest data size.
In the test 2 results shown in Figure 7.1-3, we can see that the transmission time for each
encoding format is distributed evenly in the five time statistics. The reason is that all the tile
requests from the client went to the server directly and queried the required data from the
database. Therefore, there is no big difference between the first time and the following times.
Transmission time for TopoJSON was the least despite TopoJSON encoded tiles having larger
data size than Protocol Buffers encoded tiles. This is because TopoJSON can be directly
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rendered in the client while Protocol Buffers tiles need extra time for decoding into GeoJSON,
so the transmission time for TopoJSON was a little bit less than for Protocol Buffers.
Nevertheless, the transmission time difference for TopoJSON and Protocol Buffers was quite
small. We can estimate that if protocol buffers encoded vector tiles can be rendered directly in
the client, its transmission time could be reduced further.
For test 3, we conducted several test cases to test the scalability of our proposed distributed
caching implementation. There are several insights we can gain from the results shown in
Figure 7.1-4. We ran each encoding format five times to analyze its transmission efficiency and
the time shown in the figure was the average time. The transmission time spent on the first
time display of the map was obviously higher than the rest of the times. This was because the
master server needs to send all the requests to the tile server, query the database and generate
vector tiles. This process can be time consuming. Extra time was spent on the process of the
master server assigning the vector tiles into different cache nodes. The first time can be seen as
data preparation and application initialization time. The second fact is that after the loading of
the first time data, the cache nodes started getting involved. For each tile-encoding format,
Google Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles had higher transmission efficiency in the
implementation. This is because Google Protocol Buffer tiles have smallest tile size. With fixed
cache storage, more tiles can be saved in the cache memory thus database load can be
alleviated. To prove the scalability of the prototype, we deployed the prototype separately four
times with fixed memory space. Figure 7.1-4 shows the results showing the trend of the system
performance with different caching nodes. The performance was not reduced with the cache
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nodes increasing. This result proved that the prototype was scalable without losing
performance.
The third fact that we tested was the transmission time minus decoding time for Google
Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles. The result in Figure 7.1-5 shows that the time could be
further reduced by about 1/4 more than the original transmission time. Therefore, if protocol
buffers encoded vector tiles could be rendered directly on the client side, its transmission
efficiency can be further improved.
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Chapter 8:

Conclusions

This study discussed the vector tile based Web mapping system. Vector tiling is a way for
delivering vector data over the Web by applying the same tiling concept for traditional raster
tile Web mapping services. Caches and vector tile encoding formats played important roles in
affecting the efficiency of vector tile based mapping applications. In addition, scalability is
another challenge remaining in vector tile based maps. In this project, we proposed distributed
memory caching implementation for vector tiling map applications and explored three
encoding formats (GeoJSON, TopoJSON and Protocol Buffers) for vector tiles. AWS-EC2 was
adopted as the cloud computing platform to build the prototype. The vector tile server
TileStache was modified to support protocol buffer encoded vector tiles. The code for client
side rendering framework D3.js was modified to decode protocol buffers vector tiles back into
GeoJSON.
By running the tests, we have gained the following insights about the performance of the
proposed solutions:


The overall performance of vector tile based vector maps can be improved by applying
distributed memory caching implementation on the server side as compared to naïve
architecture.



Our prototype is easily scalable without losing performance based on the proposed
distributed memory caching implementation.



How the vector tiles are encoded can affect tile transmission efficiency in an vector map
application.
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Google Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles have smaller data size compared to GeoJSON
and TopoJSON.



Google Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles are more efficient for tile transmission over
the Web compared to GeoJSON and TopoJSON for this implementation.



Google Protocol Buffers and TopoJSON encoded vector tiles show similar comparable
performance for transmission efficiency for this prototype.



Transmission efficiency of Google Protocol Buffers encoded vector tiles can be further
improved if it can be directly rendered on the client side.
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Chapter 9:

Future Work

We believe that there is future work which may be pursued in relation to the subjects covered
in this thesis.

9.1 Render Google Protocol Buffers Encoded Vector Tiles in Client
For this report, GeoJSON or TopoJSON encoded vector tiles can be rendered directly into vector
maps in the client side. But most client side mapping frameworks cannot render protocol
buffers encoded vector tiles directly. For this study, we converted protocol buffer tiles back into
GeoJSON for final rendering and visualization. As a result, transmission efficiency for protocol
buffer encoded tiles can be weakened with the extra decoding time introduced.
In the industry currently, there are emerging practices for Web mapping systems using WebGL
to render protocol buffers encoded vector tiles into 2D or 3D vector maps. For example,
MapBoxGL is the client render engine of MapBox and was used to render MapBox vector tiles
that were encoded in protocol buffer format. If protocol buffers can be rendered directly, the
transmission efficiency for protocol buffer encoded vector tiles can be further improved.

9.2 Vector Tile Union for Feature Completeness in Client
As we discussed earlier, vector tile is a vector representation of the features in the tile. Features
inside a vector tile boundary are complete features sent to the client side. But with features
over tile boundaries, they are either clipped so that all geometry was bounded within the tiles,
potentially chopping features in half or served with unclipped geometry so that a whole lake
may be returned even if only a small part of it intersects the tile. So the tricky thing about
vector tiles is what to do about features that cross tiles. For this project we clipped the
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geometry to the tile boundary and relied on the overlapping lines being drawn to make a final
seamless map. An alternative solution can be to clip geometry in the server side and re-unify it
on the client side before rendering. This can be future work for vector tile based maps.

9.3 Vector Tile Based Web Mapping Standards
Unlike raster tile based Web mapping systems, vector tile based Web mapping is relatively new
but developing fast especially in the last two years. However, there are no proposed general
standards regarding vector tile based Web mapping systems, for example, the vector tile URL
scheme and the standards for handling multiple zoom levels in vector Web mapping systems.
The tile server called TileStache used in this project builds multiple zoom levels depending on
the multiple levels database data queries. In order to support the development of vector tile
Web mapping, specific standards may need to be proposed in the industry or academic field in
the future such as, vector tile encoding format standards and the zoom level standards.
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